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要旨

JAERI1245 

i(1j迷炉ω設計研究や高速臨界集合体における実験の解析においては，多群モデJレが用いられている

それ欣J;ltr断1(lifJ'lU)精度は，その解析精度ICJli要な影響を及ぼす ESELEM 4は， jAERI Fastセッ

トと|司じ以データをIIJ，、て，精度良いH 'f.定数をf'Iるために開発した計算コードで， ftl分m輸送方程式

を衝突附 Fド法lこよってW!き， 、l乙仮特 f系におけるJ下制中十uス寸クトノレを求める. その群隔はレサジー

で 0.008である. ÝJl~~効断 Ihil1tは，ポイントデータから J下納 '1' 'fiJ )'京を，f(みとして計節される，

コード Wi戊 IC 刈っては.計算1I~lmの返納とコアメモリーを減らすために守純々の工夫が行われている

すなわち，以i主 '1 1性 (llJjlω ，tl 算では，例l性及びJI ， ~llitl 散乱lζ対し団長Il法をTIlいている.また， 2MeV 

JJ:上では粗群幅をJ日いており，.illい核磁のA鳴ruil或の断l(j巾tも籾群で友ぶしている この断面植は，

JAERI Fastセ γ トと悶ーのものを使う. ライプラリーデータは， ENDF{A型の枚データファイルか

ら PRESMコ}ドによって1'1'1，引する. 各種断iIiiWデータは，計算機コアー容量とデータプロセス時間

を短縮するため，制街{己主記憶内に貯えられる.プログラムは融通性を:!.~，たせるために可変長変数を

日1いている.なお， ESELEM 4と PRESMコードのもとIll)j法もぷ戦レた.

• Century Research Center， Tokyo 
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Abstract

The multi-group treatment has been used in the design study of fast reactors and analysis
of experiments at fast critical assemblies. The accuracy of the multi-group cross sections there-
fore affects strongly the results of these analyses. The ESELEM 4 code has been developed to
produce multi-group cross sections with an advanced method from the nuclear data libraries used
in the JAERI Fast set. ESELEM 4 solves integral transport equation by the collision probability
method in plate lattice geometry to obtain the fine neutron spectrum. A typical fine group mesh
width is 0. 008 in lethargy unit. The multi-group cross sections are calculated by weighting the
point data with the fine structure neutron flux.

Some devices are applied to reduce computation time and computer core storage required for
the calculation. The slowing down sources are calculated with the use of a recurrence formula
derived for elastic and inelastic scattering. The broad group treatment is adopted above 2 MeV
for dealing with both light any heavy elements. Also the resonance cross sections of heavy
elements are represented in a broad group structure, for which we use the values of the JAERI
Fast set. The library data are prepared by the PRESM code from ENDF/A type nuclear data
files. The cross section data can be compactly stored in the fast computer core memory for
saving the core storage and data processing time. The programme uses the variable dimensions
to increase its flexibility. The users' guide for ESELEM 4 and PRESM is also presented in
this report.

* Century Research Center, Tokyo
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1. Introduction

The multi-group treatment has usually been used for transport or diffusion calculation in
the design study of fast reactors and in the analysis of experiments at fast critical assemblies.
The accuracy of these multi-group calculations strongly depends on the generating method of
the multi-group cross sections. One typical type of the multigroup cross sections is the tabulated
constant set such as the YOM" and ABBN2' sets. The JAERI Fast set3' has been produced i_s
this type of cross section set based on a more advanced concept. When the JAERI Fast set is
produced, the fission plus 1/E spectrum is used as the weighting function for infinitely dilute
media to average microscopic pointwise cross sections for light elements, and an exact ultra fine
spectrum is used in the resonance energy region for heavy elements. The composition depend-
ency of the group cross sections is taken into consideration by using a l/(a,-r<rc) spectrum as
the weighting function. The effective cross sections are then obtained from the tabulated in-
finitely dilute cross sections and the resonance shielding factors given as a function ->! temperature
and admixture cross section aa. In this type of cross sections, the weighting spectrum used is
not the true spectrum in a real reactor and hence the elastic scattering resonances are not ade-
quately treated for light and medium weight elements. That is, the influence from the reso-
nances of another elements can not be taken into consideration because of the assumption of the
constant background cross section. Another defect comes from the fact that the self-shielding
factors for elastic removal cross sections are assumed to have the same values as for elastic
scattering cross sections of light and intermediate nuclei. This is known to cause a significant
inaccuracy in the calculation of elastic removal cross sections in the vicinity of the large reso-
nance regions. The EXPANDA-VS4' code, which uses the JAERI Fast set library, is devised to
treat analytically the resonance region near 2. 85 keV of sodium to overcome this defect. How-
ever, the applicable range of this treatment is limited to that resonance.

The heterogeneity effect is significant in the analysis of experiments in fast critical assemblies.
Among the codes utilizing the JAERI Fast set, the SLAROM5' and EXPANDA-75 codes solve
the integral transport equation for heterogeneous cell to obtain the cell averaged cross sections
and perform diffusion calculations. However, since these codes essentially start from a broad
group cross section set, the defects mentioned above can not be overcome. Consequently, a com-
puter code is required to obtain a fine spectrum with composition dependency in heterogeneous
systems and to generate accurate multi-group cross sections. In order to overcome such defects,
:he ESELEMS) code series has been developed and used to study a suitable production method
of group constant set. The ESELEM 4 code is the latest version developed for obtaining the
effective cross sections weighted by the composition dependent fine spectrum with heterogeneity
effects. This code has a close relation with the JAERI Fast set concerning with the cross section
data and hence supports the code system utilizing the JAERI Fast set.

Several codes have already heen developed to calculate fine group neutron spectrum and to
produce multi-group cross sections. ELMOE" is a representative code at the first stage to study
the fine spectrum effect due to the scattering resonances of light elements. MC*8) has a more
general capability to produce the multi-group cross sections. In the revised version, MC2-29>,
advanced methods are incorporated for the calculation of unresolved resonance cross sections,
heterogeneity effects and continuous slowing down process. These codes calculate the fundamental
mode flux but do not treat explicitly the heterogeneity efiects for multi-region cell. Or. the other
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hand, the MURALB10' code solves multi-group transport equations for heterogeneous systems with
1/128 lethargy width. This code treats the resonance heterogeneity effect by the histogram method.
However, MURALB is not available for us at present. The similar fine group spectrum code is
incorpolated in the DOYC code system'" which is used to obtain the AGLI data library by
adjustig cross sections so as to predict integral experiment data. The DOYC method for solving
slowing down equations is based on that in the ESELEM 261 code and the resonance heteroge-
neity is treated on the basis of MURALB method.

In the present paper the authors describe the main functions and user's guide for the ESELEM
4. This cede computes the fine spectrum in the heterogeneous plate cell (including a homogeneous
system) by solving the integral transport equation with the use of the collision probability method
and generates the multi-group cross sections for an arbitrary group structure. The treatment of
resonance heterogeneity effect in ESELEM 4 is different from the histogram method used in
MURALB and DOYC. In our programme the heterogeneity effect is taken into account by
using modified admixture cross sections with the Dancoff factors calculated for multi-region cells.

The reduction of computation time and core storage is an important problem for these fine
group calculation programmes. In the ESELEM 4 code the following devices are adopted for it.
The very efficient recurrence formula is used in the calculation of elastic and inelastic slowing
down source for saving computation time and data storage. Moreover, the broad group treatment
is adopted above 2 MeV since the calculation of inelastic slowing down source is very time
consuming. As the cross section is comparatively smooth in this energy region, this treatment
does not lead to serious errors. The broad group representation is used also for the resonance
region, where the cross sections of the JAERI Fast set are adopted for heavy elements. These take
into account self-overlapping and interference effects between resonances. For saving the computer
core area the cross sections are compactly stored in the fast core memory. Therefore the data
processing time becomes short and the flexibility is provided for the maximum numbers of cell
regions and spacial meshes used for solving problems.

The nuclear cross section library is prepared by the PRESM code from the genera! nuclear
data file with ENDF/A type format. The same source nuclear data as for the JAERI Fast set
is used at present.

This paper consists of six sections and two appendices. In Section 2, Po and ?! equations
are derived from general integral traasport equation and the algorithm is explained to solve them
by the collision probability method. In Section 3 the recurrence relations are derived respectively
for the elastic and inelt^tic slowing down. Section 4 includes the explanation of the nuclear data
treatment and inter- or extra-polation method of pointwise data. Section 5 is devoted to the de-
tailed information of the programe and calculation flow of the ESELEM 4 code. The input and
output informations and data formats are described in Section 6. In Appendix A the library
preparation code PRESM is explained from the viewpoint of usage. The sample problems and
results are shown in Appendix B.
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2. Solution of Integra! Transport Equation

2. 1 Basic Equation

The integral fern-, of the Boltzman transport equation is written for the steady state in the

following form12'

(f>(r, E, O)=^'dsex^-^I{E, r-s'Q)ds'^(r-sa, E, O), (2.1)

where

q(r, E,£S)=\da'\dE'S(E'-+E, Q'-*O, r)</>(r, E', &)+S(r, E, Q).

By using the expression

r'=r-/MR, OR=~E^f[< R=\r-y\,

we can rewrite Eq. (2.1) as

(2.2)

where

ela, ^—~r)=d{a, a&,~tn , .
\ \r—r\l |0 otherw;se,

and V is '.he volume of the system.

When we define the optical path length X(r, r\ E) as

I{E,r-R'^—~j)dR', (2.3)
iq . (2. 2) is reduced to the form

Equation (2. 4) can be represented in a spherical harmonics series by expanding (J(r, E, O) as

for, E, fl) = 2 S J ^ )2 Ŝ J^) ^(
Similarly, 2(E'-*E, fl'-»fl, r), 5(r, £, O), d(fl, flH) and ?(r, £, fl) can be also written in the

spherical harmonics13'. Then Eq. (2.4) can be rewritten as follows121 :

"»W = ( I — M i exp [-<<(»•, *"•

(2. 5)

Now, multiplying Eq. (2.5) by Yim*(Q) and integrating over ^ , we obtain the following

equation from the orthogonal rel?*ion,

' - - •
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WUBR). (2.6)

The above equation set is the coupled integral transport equations for the angular flux <pin(r, E).
The source term is composed of fixed and fission sources. The scattering term is composed

of elastic and inelastic scattering. If we assume that the fission and fixed sources are isotropic
as well as inelastic scattering, then

S,-m-(r, E)-0,
2r

irl(E'-+E, r)=0, for Z'>0.
If the scattering is lintarly anisotropic, Eq. (2.6) is self-contained concering with <j>w, 0!O, 0n

and <f>i-i-

Moreover, if the scattering is assumed to be isotropic, Eq. (2. 6) becomes self-contained only
with 0oo:

Mr, E)=\ T—^rrexp l-X(r, r>, £')]

'->E, r')]?W»-', E')+SUr', E)l (2. 7)

The physical meaning of 0Oo is the total flux, that is,

Mr, E) = \dQ<!>(r, E, O), (2.8)

and the current J is denned by

J(r, E) = \dQ-Slj>(r, E, Si),

•A=-^7g#i-i-0:i)> Jy= — ^,-g Wi-i+^n), J.-01O-

We rewrite Eq. (2. 7) in the usual form

Z(r, E)$(r, £ )=J dr'P(r, r', E)l[dE'S(E'->E, r')ij>(r\ E')+S(r' J£)~l (2.9)

where the suffix of {W 500 and So are dropped and P{r, r', E) stands for the first flight collision
probability :

2. 2 Collision Probability Method

( 1) Derivation of matrix equation
The integral transport equation is obtained from Eq. (2. 9) in one dimensional slab geometry

by integrating over y and z coordinates as follows.*

S(x, E)$(x, E) = \ dx'\l{x, E)EllX{x, x', JE)][Q(x', E)+S(x\ £)], (2.10)

d

4x Jv

2 Jv J* R

where SR denotes the optic 1 path length and we have changed the integral variables by making use of the
relation R?=r2+x*.
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where £,[.?(x, x', £ ) ] is the exponential integral defined by

and

', E')+s(x\ E),

in which Sn, Si,, and ui^i are macroscopic elastic scattering, inelastic scattering and i> times

fission ' voss sections.

When the region V consists of M unit cells and each cell has N regions, the balance equation

in the / region of the j cell is written by using the neutron flux (6;(j),

(x', £ ) ] , (2.11)

where the suffices of cross section show the cell and region numbers and Vt
u) is the volume of

the region k in the cell i. The average neutron flux and source in the region / of the cell j are

given by the equations

t, E).

By integrating both the sides of Eq. (2. 11) over the region / in the cell j and performing

the integration over the volume Vtu) on the right hand side, we obtain

2V-i)V*(->W»{£)=2 S Vi<"i>
lV*-'[Qt<"(£)-l-5i<I»(£)]. (2.12)

The first flight collision probability is denned by ising the collision density as the weighting

function, that is,
r e t

, x', E)]IV''W>(x', E)

If we assume that the croi.. sections are constant and the neutrr™ flux and source are flat over

each region, we have

Thus, suppressing variable E, Eq. (2.12) becomes

S^n v,('WJ> = 2 £ V4c>P,/-'[Q,<" +S t<"]. (2.14}
i = l i t= l

If the unit cell is infinitely repeated, the neutron flux of the region I in e<ich cell is all the

same. Hence, dropping the suffix of cell, Eq. (i. 14) is rewritten as

As we can drop the suffix i for the infinitely repeated cells, this equation is further reduced to

Si V,$, = 2 VtP>-'LQt +Sa (2.15)

The neutron conservation law requires the following relation:
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N

£P*-' = 1. (2.16)
/=i

In addition, the following reciprocity relation is used in the calculation of collision probability,
which can be derived directly from Eq. (2.13).

2t ViPk-' = 21 ViPl-k (2.17)
We now write Eq. (2.15) in the matrix form for the volume integrated flux and source as follows :

£j*=P(t?+S), (2.18)

where S&, Q and S are N dimensional vectors and P is Nx N matrix, that is,
Q,

1
In the multi-group notation, Q,R is calculated by

where the right hand term is equal to (2t,i,s — 2jB-.e)$i,B. The flux $ can be "ilculated by di-
rect matrix inversion method if P is factorized. Sin̂ -e Eq. (2.18) is given at each energy point
or energy group, the neutron flux can bo obtained by solving these equations successively from
the highest energy groap to lower groups, where the slowing down source is calculated from
the solution for the higher energy groups.

When the system is finite, neutron leakage from the cell should be considered. For a large
system, the fundamental mode approximation may be used and the average leakage from the
system is represented by DB2$. Since on the other hand the average collision rate is Riven by
2$, the non-leakage probability is given by 2l/(2, + DB''}. Therefore balance equation \£.15) is
written on the basis of the conservation law as

[2,+£XB*f*k = E Ph-'lQk+SA, (2.19)

where <j>i, <j>k and St are respectively the volume integrated values in region / or k.

(2) Calculation of collision probability in slab geometry
The collision probability from the region i to j is calculated numerically from the following

equations. By integrating Eq. (2.13) over JC and x! we obtain the collision probability as follows:

P.j^lEiW-E&c+Xd-Etfo+W+E&o+Zi+Xj)! (2.20)

where Xt and Aj are the optical path length in the region i and j respectively, and An is the value
in between the region i and j . In addition, we have used the recurrence relation for the expo-
nential integral function

Eq. (2. 20) becomes numerically inaccurate when the optical path length of the region i or
j is small, we use the following approximate equations,lS!>2z)

a) /?;<0.005

£ (2- 21)

b) /J(<0.005,



c) X{<0.005 and Xj<0.005,
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^ W , (2.21')

j (2.21')

(3) Boundary condition of cell calculation
Two types of boundary conditions shoiuti be given in the cell calculation. The first one

determines the geometrical stucture of cells. When the symmetric boundary condition is chosen,
the unit cell includes its image part and this cell is infinitely repeated. On the other hand the
periodic boundary condition means that the same cell pattern is infinitely repeated on both the
sides of the assigned cell.

The another boundary condition is concerned with the treatment of neutron path crossing
the outer boundary. An isotropic or perfect reflective condition can be chosen in the calculation
of collision probability. When the perfect reflective condition is used, neutron passes straightly
until it collides in the region j even if it acrosses the cell boundary. In this case the ^Ilision
probability is calculated by tracing over a number of cells. Under the isotropic condition, on the
other hand, the neutron path is traced only in the unit cell, and the probability of collisions at
tho outside of the unit cell is obtained for the uncollided neutron. The probability P,o that
neutron, born in the region i, collides at first at the outside of the unit cell, is presented by

^ » , , £}]. (2. 22)

On the othe hand we denote the probability that the isotropical'v incident neutron collides at
first in the region i as Qoi. Then collision number in the region i is given by (S/4)Qm, because
the current into the region is S/4 when the uniform flux (5 is incident isotropically on the surface
S of the cell. From the reciprocity theorem we get the following relation:

Q o , = ^ X P , o . (2.23)

Futhermore we represent the probability that the isotropically incident neutron escapes from
the cell without any collision, as Qm which is given by the formula

Q o o S
y=i

Consequently the collision probability Ptj is written by using the collision probability Pij* in the
unit cell, as

P,7=P,-,*+P,or-%- (2.24)

The computation time is required much more for the perfect reflective condition. In this
case, however, a sufficient accuracy will be achieved if neutron is traced over the six or seven
mean free path length, because the collision probability decreases exponentially with the mean
free path length.
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3. Recurrence Formula for Slowing Down Equation

The slowing down source from higher energy groups comes both from the elastic and in-

elastic scattering at discrete and continuum levels. For the multigroup treatment the slowing

down source is usually calculated with the use of scattering matrix or probability for elastic and

inelastic scattering. If this method is used for the fine group calculation, large computer core

memory is required for the inelastic scattering matrix in addition to a long computation time.

If the recurrence formula is applied to the source calculation, the scattering matrix becomes

unnecessary and hence the storage used for the scattering matrix is saved. As a result of this,

the source calculation becomes very simple as explained below.

The recurrence formula is often adopted to solve an ultra-fine group problem in resonance

energy region of heavy mass elements, as used in the RABBLE141 and ERSE'51 codes. In these

codes only the elastic slowing down is calculated by the recurrence formula, since these codes are

developed to treat the resonance energy region. The contribution from self-group scattering is

negligible for so fine group width as to treat the resonance region. In the ESELEM 4 code we

use a recurrence relation also for inelastic scattering and take account approximately of the self-

group scattering which should not be neglected except for the light mass nuclides, because the

slowing down groups are only two or three groups for heavy mass nuclides.

3. 1 Elastic Slowing Down

The slowing down source due to nuclei with mass number A at lethargy a corresponding

to energy E is di bed by the following equation :

du', (3.1)4 ( ) ,

where

- ear
The slowing down source in the group i is assumed to be the average of the values at the

upper and lower group boundaries, that is,

where uv' and uC are the lethargies at the upper and lower boundaries of the group i, respectively.

Then the contribution to SiA(ui) from the higher groups is obtained from Eq. (3.1) as

= s
7 1
/.iJa<-< 1 - « A

= S P< A-̂ S •-tA0.'-(,
1=1

where Pi, A is defined by

. -e-*)Au (3.4)
i — <*A

which is the probability that a neutron is scattered down / groups by elastic scattering collision
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with nucleus A. The Ss,i-ih is the macroscopic scattering cross section in group (i— I), and LA

is the maximum number of slowing down groups. 1 xere, the cro?s section and the flux has been

assumed to be flat within the group with a lethargy width of Au. By using the relation Pi,A

— e~JVPi-x,A, Eq. (3. 3) can be transformed to the following recurrence formula :

5i
A(aL) = Pl,AiTs,,--iyV,--1+c-J° [St-S(ul)-PLJ,A2s,i-n-iAfr-u-,} (3. 5)

The calculation of 5,A(«L) becomes much simpler with this equation than Eq. (3. 3) when the

mass number is smaller. When we take the summation over all nuclei contained in the medium,

the total slowing down source 5,(ai) is obtained as follows:

Si(uL) = ££P1,*Zs,i-l
/yi-l + e-* (5,-{ai)-i

>
iA,A2's,.--iA-1

A(*/-i,-1) 1 (3. 6)

The source S,(«z.) at the upper lethargy boundary can be written in the similar form by noting

that the self-group scattering contributes it but not the (i—LA — l)th group:

2 S , . - A 0 . + <-<*» \Si-l(uu)-Pu,AZS>i-u
A<ii-L,} ] (3. 7J

Accordingly, the average elastic slowing down source into the group / is obtained from Eq. (3.1)

as follows :

3. 2 Inelastic Slowing Down

( 1) Discrete level contribution

When the isotropic scattering is assumed for the inelastic scattering, the energy transfer

probability from E' to E is presented by the equation

~ w - ^ ~ , (3.8)

where Emn and £mi,, are respectively the maximum and minimum slowing down energy defined

In this equation, e stands for the excitation energy of the discrete level of nucleus A, that is, s

is equal to — Q. Equation (3. 8) can be discretized for the scattering from the group i to j as

follows:

where

»<+£>]•
R=e-*\ JE=E'{1-R).

Since the slowing down source to the group j consists of the contributions from all the discrete

levels, we can write

level i = / -m, A l —i
( 3 - U )

* This representation is due to the discussion with Dr. j . Rawlands (U. K. AEE Winfrith)
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where St
K is the macroscopic inelastic cross section of discrete levels in group z. If the mj is

zero, SjA includes the source due to the self-group scattering. From Eq. (3.11) the source at the
group j+1 can be written in the following recurrence formula:

level i=>+l-m,»l~ J

= y
level

If we denote £ SjA simply by S,A and omit the svffix A, we have
level

(3.12)
( 2 ) Continuum level contribution

The neutron energy distribution due to the scattering by the continuum level is assumed to
be approximately given by using the evapolation model. That is, the transfer probability is
presented by

P(E'-+E)=bEe-E<°^, (3.13)
where b is a normalization factor and a is a constant. When tha probability is normalized
between Eo and Ei3 we have

In this case, the transfer probability from the group i to j is written in the discrete form :
P(j-+j)=bEse-E"°^<AEjAEt.

The recurrence relation is then obtained as follows:

for which we have used the following approximations:

E AE E A E E-x „ 1 n2

i £ r ( l + J £ / £ )
and denoting a\/Et by T,- and using the relation AEj<t.Ti,

Therefore, from Eq. (3. 14) the slowing down source is obtained by

= E Pii^j-llY'fjJ-^R^,^. (3.15)

where the summation over i is taken from the highest group to the threshold group when Ej
is below the threshold energy. The self-scattering term is neglected in the calculation of Sj but
it is considered after the flux fij is obtained for the use of the 5>+i calculation. As we have
shown above, the transfer probability can be calculated with the use of recurrence formula but
the slowing down source can not be represented by recurrence relation. Hence much computation
time will be needed for the calculation of the slowing down source due to continuum levels.
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4. Nuc'ear Data Treatment

4. 1 Broad Group Cross Section

The neutron spectrum above a few MeV is mainly determined by the shape of fission spec-

trum and depends only weakly on the reactor composition. Therefore the broad group treatment

will give a satisfactory result in this energy range with a reasonable computation time. The

energy range above 1.9 MeV is devided into 7 groups with the same group structure as the

JAERI Fast set. The cross sections of the JAERI Fast set are used at present for these groups.

The transfer cross sections from these broad groups to fine groups should be prepared for the

calculation of slowing down source. These are obtained from the broad group tranfer matrices

as follows. The scattering probability from a broad group to a fine group is calculated by

interpolating linearly the scattering probability between the broaa groups. The summation of

these probabilities should therefore be normalized to the value between the broad groups. This

method is used also for the calculation of the transfer probability of (n, 2n) reaction. Since the

elastic scattering slows down neutron energies only up to the second lower group in the broad

group structure, the transfer cross section from the broad group / to the fine group / is written

as follows :

a1-J=aiJ-'+a2n'^+ac
1^', for jel+l, 1+2,

= a,n'->+oin'-*-', for jGl+1, 1+2. (4.3.)

4. 2 Fission Spectrum and Released Fission Neutron Number

The fission spectrum is given by the Maxwell distribution function :

X{E)=CVlEe-E'r, (4.2)

where C and T denote respectively a normalization factor and a nuclear temperature, which are

given by the library data. The fission spectrum for each fine energy mesh can be calculated

with the use of recurrence formula. For the first group Xj is obtained by the equation

E.-4E.

=Cv / S" u -£oexp( -&/ r )^ , R=e"l\

and for the succeeding lower groups, we have

Xi+1 = [E' X(E)dE

The released fission neutron number v(E) is presented by the polynomial,

J (4.4)

In the present code the coefficient bi can be given up to the fifth term for each nuclide.
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4. 3 Fine Group Data Management

The cross section data in the library is arranged in the descending order of energy for the

energy points given in the nuclear data file. The data include energy, elastic scattering, absorp-

tion, fission, inelastic scattering for each discrete level and inelastic scattering for a continuum

level. As the fine group calculation proceeds these data at the corresponding energy point are

processed successively. The cross section of a fine group is represented by the average value in

the group width, which is calculated by using an l/E spectrum. The cross sections are then ob-

tained by the linear interpolation in the log-log scale as explained below. We write the energy

and cross section at the nth point as (£„, #„). The gradient of the cross section curve is presented

in the log-log scale as

A = ln(ffn/<r»+1)/(a»+1-a,), (4.5)

where u,, and un+i are the lethargies coiresponding to energy En and Enti respectively. There-

fore the cross section at energy E is given by

When the fine group i lies in the interval between £„ an £n 4 1 as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), the aver-

age cross section of the group i is given by

JJB, E
'A,du

\a(ui-i)-a(u,)\. (4.6)

where Au is the fine group lethargy width. When \An\ is very small, Eq. (4.6) can be approx-

imated by

<,a,y = a(ui). (4.7)

The criteria is set as \Ar\ <0. 01 in the code. If k energy points are included in the fine group

i as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b), the average cross section is represented by

A.+J

i group

g

• & u

\

i_, Un U

(b)
Fig. 4.5 Interpolation scheme of point cross section.

4. 4 Resonance Shielding Effect of Heavy Mass Nuclide

In the resonance region of heavy mass nuclide the resonance self-shielding effect is very im-
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portant. For example there exist several resonances of 23BU in the fine group lethargy width of
0.008 about lOkeV and more for 235U or 239Pu. Therefore it should be neccessary to use an
ultra fine group structure of about 0.0001 lethargy width if we want to use infinitely dilute cross
sections. However this method is very time consuming. In ESELEM 4 we therefore adopt the
broad group cross sections and their shielding factors taken from the JAERI Fast set. As noted in
Ref. (3), the broad group treatment for heavy mass nuclide is considerably good for the group
lethargy width of 0.25. Moreover the resonance self-overlap and mutual-shielding effects have
been taken into consideration in the JAERI Fast set.

The heterogeneity effect on the resonance shielding is considered by using the rational ap-
proximation. Theoretical works for this effect have recently been performed for multi-fuel region
piate cells"5'. In ESELEM 4 the approximate formula derived by Levine is adopted, where the
effective admixture cross section, a0* is represented by

(l-C)a

where a is the Levine factor, So and Vo are the surface area and the volume of fuel region, re-
spectively. The cr0 is the homogenized admixture cross section given by ffo= 2 SrVM- Though

the Levine factor generally depends on the strength of each resonance, constant values are usually
adopted, that is, 1.20-1.25 for a plate cell and 1.30 for a pin cell. For the Dancoff factor C, the
following expression proposed by Meneghetti171 is adopted,

C=£3(Sum(S,T) t) + .E3(Sum(SlT)(), (4.10)

where T is the thickness of the region k or / and E3(x) is the exponential integral function of
order 3. Ench argument is the summation of the mean chord length over all the cell regions
between the regions involving the concerning nuclides. Equation (4. 10) is a convenient formula
for neutron transport codes using the collision probability method, because such codes necessarily
include the subroutine calculating the E3(x) function.

We should note that when the broad group cross section is used, the discontinuities of the
cross sections appear at the group boundaries. This sometimes causes sharp peaks or dips to the
neutron spectrum. To avoid such a defect, we use a linear interpolation of the cross section,
which interpolates the broad group values over a few fine group widths on both the sides of the
broad group boundary. Since the discontinuities are large for fei tile materials, this efiect is
noticeable in the blanket region. We have compared the effective cross sections obtained for
three different interpolation widths. TABLE 4.1 presents the results for the blanket region of the
ZPR IH-53 assembly211. We adopt the value 5=0.01 for interpolation width because the effec-
tive cross sections are nearly equal to the values for the smaller S value and the peaks or dips
are already considerably small.

TABLE 4.1 Dependence of effective cross sections of ZPR HI-53 blanket
on interpolation width (I0~2 cm"1) (d J U )

E

1.29~
1. 0 keV

129~
100 eV

27. 8 ~
21. 5 eV

Cross section

S.

S.r

2.

2.
S.r

5=0.1

3.11
1.27

6.33
1.52

5.61
1.42

<5=0. 01

3.11
1.27

6.63
1.50

5.67
1.32

i!=0.001

3. )1
1.21

6.67
1.49

5.75
1.29
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4. 5 Data Library Form

The data library for ESELEM 4 consists of three parts. The first is the information on
nuclides included. The second is the cross section for broad groups. The last consists of in-
tegers to define the position of cross sections and of pointwise cross sections. The contents of
data are shown in TABLE 4. 2. The point cross sections are stored in one dimensional array, SIG,

TABLE 4.2 Contents of data library

Part 1. Information for library

Variable Content

JJ'A number of nudides in library
JAJ number of fissionable nuclides in library
NNN total number of fine group data
JFITS code number of the first fissionable nuclide
JJNC code number of the first nuclide having inelastic continuum leveJ
LEVEL maximum number of inelastic scattering levels
MEX sum of NPCN ovei all nuclides (see Part 3)
Q (I, J) Q values of inelastic scattering
B0(J), Bl(J), B2fJ) coefficients for calculation of fission neutron number
C (J) normalization factor of fission spectrum
T (J) nulccar temperature

Part 2. Broad group data

Variable Content

JA code number of nuclides
IX number of broad groups
IIX maximum number of slowing down group from broad group
XBT (I, JJ transfer cross section of broad group
XBTR (I) transport cross section
XBTT (I) total cross section
XBR (I) removal cross section
XBY (I) nu* fission cross section
XBK (I) fission spectrum
XBS (I) scattering cross section
XBA (I) absorption cross section
XBE (I) elastic scattering cross section
XBF (I) fission cross section
SIGBG (t, J) transfer matrix from broad group to fine group

Part 3. Fine group data

Variable Content

LFDA (I) location of the iirst data for each puclide
NIDL (I) number of discrete levels
NPCN (I) total number of reaction types and inelastic levels
LLEX (I) (LLEX + i) is the location of elastic scattering cross section in

EXSEC (M)
INIC (I) indicator of continuum level
ITHI (I) threshold group of continuum level
jCAP (I) indicator of capture cross section
MINU (J, I) the highest energy point of cross section type J
MAXU (J, I) the lowest energy point of cross section type J
AM (I) atomic mass
AC (I) constant for evapolation model
SIG (N) array for fine group cross sections (NNN)
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where the cross sections are sequentially arranged in the order o'.' E, ij,, <rc, af, <rm\ crin
2, •••, o^c

for each energy point from higher to lower energy. This set is repeated for all nuclides. For

energies below the threshold of an inelastic discrete level, the succeed ing data are arranged com-

pactly to fill that position. Therefore the data can be stored in fast core memories and data

processing time is significantly saved.

When the JAERI Fast set is to be used as mentioned in Section 4. 4, the code requires the

standard data library with the 70 group structure.
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5. Description of ESELEM 4 Code

5. 1 Hierarchy of Subroutines

The ESELEM 4 code consists of eight overlay segments as shown in Fig. 5. 3. The main
programme calls six segments and subroutine ESELEM in the segment 4 calls the segment 6.
The segment 2 is the input module for input cards and library data. The segment 3 calculates
self-shielding factors for heavy mass nuclides. The segment 4, 5 and 6 are the main parts to
prepare point cross sections and to calculate neutron fluxes and average cross sections. The seg-
ment 7 is the output module for line printer or output files, and the segment 8 is used for plot-
ting the neutron spectrum. The function of each subroutine is described in Section 5. 3. The
programme is written by FORTRAN IV for using on CDC 6600 and FACOM 230/60 computers.
The conversion to FACOM 230/75 has been completed.

Since important variables are stored in the block with an adjustable size, the required core
memories depend on a problem type to be solved. For a problem that has NREG regions, NNN
fine data, JJB nuclides, NMS mesh points, IGMAX fine groups, ICOLP collapsed groups and
NMAX, the sum of the number of nuclides in each region, the amount of core storage in words
required for variables is given by the following:

A=NREG #777,
B = NNN+359*JJB+2580,
C = NNN+NMS*(2*NMS-fl817+IGMAX)-t-NREG*2405

+ NMAX*nGOLP*ICOLP+8) + ICOLP,
Memory = Max(A+B, A+C).

The size of variable array is set in the blank corrmon in the main programme. The used
core storage is printed out in the output list.

SEGl FTMAIN

CLEAR

-FTNBIN

•E

SEGZ

INPUT

SSET

SHORT

BROAD

SWTCH

CHGFLO

CHCFL1

LOCF

SEG 3 |

JAERI

SHIELD

ALPHA

BETA

SEC 4

ESELEM

XSECP

XSECN

NUKAI

SEG6

SEMIC

SIMIC

EAXIN

PATHSL

MATIN V

EEDEL

ELAST

INEDS

INECN

FLUXR

ELDCN

Fig. 5.1 Hierarchy of subroutines.

SEG 7 |

EDIT

OUTPT1

0UTPT2

SEG 8

DRAW
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Read input data

Set array location

Read library data
Macroscopic cross sections for broad group

No

]G=IG-H

Set array location

Read JAERI Fast set
Effective cross sections in homogenized medium
Heterogeneous resonance shielding factor

Exclude unused library data

-I
Set array location

Initialization of source distribution

Broad group neutron flux and slowing down source into fine group

Collision probability

Set cross section at the first energy point

- I1/E weighted average cross section at fine energy mesh

v, fission spectrum calculation

Slowing down source due to elastic and inelastic scattering

i
Matrix element of integral transport equation

Collision probability

Neutron flux bv matrix inversion method

Cell averaged macroscopic cross section
Cell averaged microscopic cross section

Output

Plot T I > » Plotter routine

Terminate or start new case

Fig. 5.2 Calculation flow of ESELEM 4.
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5. 2 Calculation Flow

Figure 5. 2 shows the flow of calculations. The first locations of variable arrays are defined
in ths subroutine SSET which consists of four entries. The locations are determined at four
stages of the calculation in order to save core memories. In the case where the resonance shield-
ing effect of heavy elements is not necessary to take into consideration, the routine to calculate
the shielding factors is bypassed.

The initial fission source distribution can be given by the input, otherwise the flat source dis-
tribution is assumed. The calculation of neutron flux consists of two loops for broad groups and
fine groups. The maximum number of slowing down groups from broad groups to fine groups
is permitted up to 700. The subroutines to compute the average point cross sections, u value and
fission spectrcai are called at every fine group energy point. Then the slowing down source
from upper groups is computed on the basis of the recurrence relations. Since the fine group
data arc kept in the fast core memory, data access time is very short.

After each outer iteration, the multiplication factor is calculated and the convergence test is
performed. If the ou^er iteration is converged, the edit routine is called from the main programme.

5. 3 Function of Subroutines

The main function of subroutines is explained below.
1. FTMAIN —assignes the unit number for scratch files and controls the flow of calculation.

Calls: FTNBIN, CLEAR, CLOCKM, INPUT, SSET, BROAD, JAERI, SHORT,
ESELEM, EDIT

2. CLEAR —sets variables to be a constant value.
3. E —calculates Ei(x) function. The approximate representations are used for small

variable ranges.
4. INPUT —reads and writes out input data.

Calls: CLEAR
5. SSET —consists of 4 entries, SSET, TSET, USET and VSET, and identifies the first

location of variable arrays and calculates the required total size of core memories.
Calls: CHGFLO, CHGFL1

6. SHORT —excludes the storage for cross sections of unused nuclides.
7. BROAD —reads cross section library and calculates macroscopic cross sections for broad

groups.
Calls: CLEAR, SWTCH

8. JAERI —reads the JAERI Fast set library and calculates resonance shielding factors of
heavy nuclides for homogenized media and heterogeneous plates.

Calls: CLEAR, SHIELD, E
9. SHIELD —computes shielding factors for a given ao value from the table by inter- or

extra-polation. This subroutine is referred to the EXPANDA-4 code181.
Calls: ALPHA, BETA

10. ESELEM —calculates fission and slowing down source, coefficients of matrix equation, multi-
plication factor, normalized fission source distribution and cell averaged effective
cross sections, and edits neutron flux and iteration information.

Calls: CLEAR, PATHSL, MATINV, XSECP, XSECN, NUKAI, INEDS, INECN,
FLUXR, ELDCN, CLOCKM, SEMIC, SIMIC

11. XSECP —sets the energy point of cross section data to the first fine group, obtains the
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gradient of cross sections and reads in shielding factors from scratch file.
12. XSECN —interpolates cross sections at an energy mesh point and reads in shielding factors

obtained in the subroutine JAERI if necessary.
13. NUKAI —calculates v value and fission spectrum at an energy rnesh point.
14. PATK3L —calculates mean chord length and collision probability221.

Calls: EEDEL
15. MATINV—solves matrix equation.
16. EEDEL —controls computation flow of Ei{x) function for small chord length.

Calls: E
17. ELAST —calculates elastic slowing down source for each region.
18. INEDS —calculates inelastic slowing down source from discrete levels and its contribution

to removal cross section.
Calls: EXIN

19. INECN —calculates inelastic slowing down source from a contir.'ium level and its contri-
bution co removal cross section.

20. FLUXR —calculates macroscopic effective total, transport, removal and it times fission cross
sections.

21. ELDCN —calculates correction for elastic and inelastic scattering slowing down sources
from the highest and lowest group.

22. SEMIC —computes collapsed macroscopic elastic scattering cross section and matrix
23. SIMIC —computes collapsed macroscopic capture, fission, v times fission cross sections and

also inelastic scattering cross sections and matrix.
Calls: EAXIN

24. EAXIN —computes the maximum and minimum slowing down energy with use of Q value.
25. EDIT —edits for neutron fluxes and collapsed effective cross sections.

Calls: CLEAR, OUTPT1, OUTPT2
26. OUTPT1

OUTPT2 —prints input and output.
27. DRAW —plots neutron spectrum by Calcomp plotter.

Calls: GPLOT1
The input and output devices are summarized ?n TABLE 5.1 where the standard amount of space
needed for the sciatch data sets is also shown, though the values depend on the particular prob-
lem being run.

TABLE 5.1 Input and output devices

Logical number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
12
Plot

Name

ISCR
IPHI
JSCR
LTES
IOIN
IOUT
IPNC
JAER

Space (track)

600
600
600
40

40

40

Function

Scratch
Scratch (flux)
Scratch
Scratch
Input (card)
Output (print)
Output (punch)
JAERI Fast set library
Scratch (cross section?)
ESELEM 4 library
Scratch
Plotter
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6. Input and Output

6. 1 Input Data Format

Input data for ESELEM 4 is described below, together with their formats in parentheses.
Card 1 (18 A 4)

Title card
Card 2 (12 I 6)

Number of nuclides
Position of the first fissionable element appeared in the library data
Position of the elemei:: for which fission spectrum is used
Number of heavy elements to be used from the JAERI Fast set

1. JJB
2. JBJ
3. JKAI
4. JFS

Card 3 (12 I 6)

Card

NEL (I), (1=1, JJB)
Define the code numbers in the library data. If you set an element to
K, K is the code number.

4 (4 (16, E 12.0)) omit if JFS=0 :

1. ITEMP (I) Code number of element
Upper limit of energy where the JAERI Fast set is used2. TEMP (I)

(1=1, JFS)
Card 5 (12 I 6)

1. NREG
2. NMS
3. NCELL

4. IBOUND
0
1

5. JBI
6. IL1

0
1

7. IL2
0
1

8. ICOLP
9. JTERT

10. IOPT
0

11.
12.

I C A S E

ISY
0

Number of cross section regions
Number of meshes
Maximum number jf cells traversed by neutron in the collision probability
calculation
Boundary condition
Isotropic reflection
Reflective
Number of broad groups

No effect
Read guess of fission source distribution
Plotter option to write neutron spectrum
Not used
Used
Number of cross section groups to be collapsed from fine group structure.
Outer iteration maximum
Type of input group boundary
In fine group number
In energy unit (eV)
Not used (set ICASE=0)
Cell structure
Symmetric cell
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Card 6 (12 I 6)
1. IPR1

0
1

2. IPR2
0
1

3. IPR3
0
1

1. IPR4
0
1

5. IPR5
0
1

6. IPR6
0
1

Periodic cell
Option for output

No effect
Print slowing down source from broad groups

No effect
Print fine group neutron flux

No effect
Write neutron flux on unit 2.

No effect
Punch macroscopic multi-group corss sections for each region and group.

No effect
Punch macroscopic cell averaged cross sections

No effect
Write effective cross sections of each nuclide on unit 9

Card 7 (6E 12.0)
1. CONT Starting energy of calculations (=1.05x10'eV)
2. B Buckling value
3. AIPS Convergence precision for the multiplication factor
4. DELU Lethargy width of fine groups (=0.008)
5. TE Temperature (°K)
6. A1NP Levine factor

Card 8 (12 I 6)
NOELM (I), (1=1, NREG)

Number of nuclides in regions
Card 9 (6 E 12. 0)

RMAX (I), (1=1, NREG)
Dimensipn of each region (cm)

Card 10 (12 I 6)
MAT (I), (I=.L, NMS)

Identification of region number for each mesh

Card 11 (12 I 6) Omit if IOPT=1

ML (I), (1=1, ICOLP+1)

Number of fine groups corresponding to the boundaries of collapsed groups.

Card 12 (6 E 12.0) Omit if IOPT=0

ETEP (I), (1=1, ICOLP+1)
Boundary energy of collapsed groups (eV)

In Card 11 or 12 the values should be written in the descending order of energy.

Card 13 (4 (16, E12.0))
NRJ (I, J) Code number of nuclide I in region J
DEN (I, J) Atomic number density of nuclide I in region J (xlO34/cm3)
((1=1, NOELM (J)), J = l , NREG)
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Input for each region must start on a new card.
Card 14 (6 E 12. 5)

(S (I), 1 = 1, NMS)
Omit if IL1=O
Guess of source neutron distribution

The following cards are omitted if IL2=0.
Gard 15 (12 I 6)

NSPEC Number of neutron spectra to be written
IREG (I), (1=1, NSPEC)

Identification of mesh numbers to be written
All these spectra are written on the same sheet.
Card 16 (2 E 12. 5)

WITHX Size of x coordinate (mm)
WITHY Size of y coordinate (mm)

Card 17 (10 A 4) Title of x coordinate
Card 18 (10 A 4) Title of y coordinate
Card 19 (10 A 4) Title of this graph

6. 2 Detailed Data Notes

We present here more datailed definitions of parameters and a guide to use the JAERI Fast
fine data library.
(1) JJB, JBJ, JKAI and JFS

The total number of nuclides, JJB is 11 in the present available library and the first fission-
able nuclide is 235U. TABLE 6. 1 shows nuclides and their order stored in the library. This order
is set as the code number, NEL. For heavy elements the upper energy of resonance region is
shown also in TABLE 6. I.

TABLE «. i

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Nuclide

c
0
Na
Al
Cr
Fe
Ni

Z35TJ

2381J

23»p u

*<°Pu

Fission
spectrum

yes

yes

Upper energy of
resonance region

10 keV
21. 5 keV
10 keV
21.5 keV

(2) NREG, NMS and NCELL
The number of regions NREG corresponds to the number of different materials. One region

may be divided into some meshes if the region width is large compared to one mean free path
of neutron. For NCELL, six or seven mean free path length will be sufficient. The number of
broad groups is seven above 1.9 MeV in the JAERI Fast library.

If an input guess for fission source distribution is not defined, E flat source guess is set inter-
nally. It will be helpful to use the SLAROM code5' to obtain a suitable fission source distribution
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and an appropriate buckling value.

6. 3 Output

The following data are printed out.
1. Input data

Collapsed group boundary is written in the fine group number, lethargy and energy unit.
2. Core memory

If the core memories are short, the message is printed out and execution is terminated.
3. Fission spectrum of broad groups
4 Outer iteration convergence which, includes CPU time, eigenvalue and convergence criteria.
5. Broad group flux for each mesh.
6. Cell averaged cross sections of the broad groups:

NMS NMS

*=i *=i

Transfer cross sections from a broad group to fine groups is collapsed as follows :
NMS NMS

<J?,'^>=Sum Sum 2 , , * ' - W V*/Sum <f>k>Vk.
i^j *=i *=i

/, J: Energy group in broad group structure
x : Reaction type
k: Mesh region
j : Energy group in fine group structure
The maximum number of slowing down groups is limited to be 30. The above-mentioned
notations will be used below.

7. Fine group neutron flux and collapsed neutron flux for each mesh and region, together with
collapsed group flux per unit volume.

8. Fission spectrum normalized to unity.
9. Cell averaged effective cross sections where total, capture, fission, elastic scattering and total

inelastic scattering cross sections are defined by
NMS NMS

< x > s , t { j
iel *=1

Transport cross section is defined by
NMS 1 NMS

f >=Sum Sum J

Elastic and inelastic scattering matrices are given by
NMS NMS

<Xx
/j/>=Sum Sum Sum S^^W Kt/Sum Sum <j>k' Vt.

iel j&J *=1 iel *=1

Microscopic effective cross sections are also defined by similar equations and are stored on a
tape.

10. Graphic plot of fine group neutron flux
The x coordinate is neutron energy in eV and y coordinate is neutron flux. The neutron

fluxes of NSPEC regions are plotted on the same graph.
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Appendix A. Library Preparation Code: PRESM

The PRESM code produces the data library tape for the ESELEM 4 code from the ENDF/A201

type nuclear data file. The ENDF/A type data is given in the BCD mode. Nuclei and their
reaction type are selected by finding heading cards. When a nuclide is assigned in input, the
PRESM code reads its elastic and inelastic scattering, fission and capture cross sections given in
the DCC1 type. Since the energy points must be the same for all the reaction types, those for
elastic scattering are adopted as the standard points. If such energy points are not given in other
reactions, the cross sections are interpolated to those energy points. The number of inelastic
scattering levels is limited up to 9 discrete levels and one continuum level for each nuclide. The
broad group data are prepared separately and edited into the library tape by this code. A brief
description of the code and input format are given below.

A. 1 Description of code

Figure A.I shows the structure of the PRESM code. The main program, PRESM calls six
subroutines. The subroutine INPT is the input module. The DATAIN block reads the ENDF/A
type tape, picks up and stores the data if necessary. The ENDF block reads the stored binary
data and arranges or interpolates the data points. The explanation of each subroutine is described
below.

Main routine to control calculation flow.
sets arrays to a constant value.
reads and writes out input data.
calculates array locations for variable dimensions.
reads in the ENDF/A type file and converts it to binary data.
selects nuclide, reaction type and data type.
reads and writes out heading cards of the ENDF/A data.
reads energies and cross sections given by DCC1 type.
sets data card format.
reads binary data written in DATAIN and composes energy and cross sections
for each nuclide.
finds the dictionaries 4-8 of the ENDF/A file.
arranges energy points in the descending order of energy.
adjusts energy points to those of elastic scattering cross sections.
searches energy range of cross section data.
converts the point data produced in ENDF to the format which can be read
by the ESELEM 4 code.

16. FINAL edits library tape from fine and broad group data.

A. 2 Input format

Card 1 (18A4) Title of this job.
Card 2 (1216)

IOIN Logical number of the ENDF/A type file

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

PRESM
CLEAR
INPT
SET
DATAIN
CHCK
COMENT
DCC1
DICT16
ENDF

DICT
CHANG
FITE
TRAC
EDIT
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Main programme

| PRESM | —

I CLEAR I

INPUT

SET

DATAIN

ENDF

EDIT

CHCK

COMENT

DCCI

DICT16

DICT

CHANG

FITE

TRAC

1 FINAL |

Fig. A. 1 Structure of the PRESM code.

IOUT Logical number of line printer
NIN Logical number of input by cards 3 and 4
IBANK Scratch unit
JBANK Scratch unit (IBANK*JBANK)
KBANK Logical number of broad group data file
LIBL Logical number of output library
LENX Number of total energy points for which we should assign a number more

than the maximum number of energy points
MTMX Number of nuclides to be included in library

Card 3 (1216) Option for print out. If positive integer, the following items are printed out:
IPR1 List of heading cards of ENDF/A type file
IPR2 Error detection in editing energy points and cross sections
IPR3 Cross sections of each nuclide
IPR4 Library data for the ESELEM 4 code

Card 4 {12 (A2, 13, IX))
(CEMS(I), Chemical symbol of nuclide
MSSN(I), Mass number of nuclide
1=1, MTMX)

A. 3 List of error messages

The following symbols are used for error messages.

**
*

CHEMS
MASSN
J,K

Fatal error
Caution
Chemical symbol
Mass number
Energy point of error detected
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TEMP Previous energy point
ENRG Energy point for elastic scattering cross section
ENER Er^rgy point for another type of reaction cross section
REAC A<eaction type

Error level message and explanation
** /ENDF/ ARRAY SIZE OUT OF RANGE

CHEMS MASSN J TEMP
The maximum number of energy points is greater than LENX.

** /ENDF/ ENCOUNTERED SAME ENERGY POINT
CHEMS MASSN J TEMP

The same energy points exist for elastic scattering.
** /ENDF/ ILLEGAL ENERGY

CHEMS MASSN J TEMP
The order of energy points is illegal.

* /ENDF/ NO. OF ENERGY POINT UNMATCHED
CHEMS MASSN J TEMP

Total number of energy points is missmatched.
* /ENDF/ MAXIMUM ENERGY POINT NOT 2.0 MEV

CHEMS MASSN J TEMP
The maximum energy for elastic scattering is not 2.0MeV.

** /ENDF/ MAXIMUM ENERGY POINT LESS THAN 2 MEV

CHEM MASSN
The maximum energy for elastic scattering is less than 2.0 MeV.

* UNMATCHED ENERGY
CHEMS MASSN REAC ENRG ENER J K

The energy point for another reaction does not exist in the energy points for
elastic scattering.
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Appendix B. Sample Problems

1. Core cell of the FCA V- l assembly

A sample problem is run for the cell of the core in the fast critical assembly FCA V-l.
The unit cell consists of 13 plates and drawers with symmetry at the center line as shown in
Figure B. 1. The fine group calculation is performed for the energy range from 1.9MeV to lOeV.
The effective cross sections in this range are collapsed into 48 broad groups. The neutron spectrum
in the Pu plate region is shown in Figure B. 2. The sample output list is shown in TABLE B. I.

2. Blanket of the ZPR 111-53 assembly

As mentioned in Section 4. 4, broad group representation is used for the resonance region of
heavy elements. Since the group cross sections of heavy elements show a large variation between
neighbouring groups below about lOOeV, sharp flux peaks or dips appear at the group boundaries.
Such a shape is especially pronounced for fertile material riched composition such as a depleted
uranium blanket. Figure B. 3 is such an example, which shows the neutron spectrum in the blanket
of the ZPR-III-53 assembly. However it does not affect significantly the effective cross sections
(less than a few percents at about lOOeV). In keV region such peaks or dips do not appear
because the variation of group cross sections are not large between neighbouring groups.

5.52 cm
u Pu

'. ^

• ; ?

£•'•}•?

| $ :

5

•

1
I

ji
ji
i

it**?;-
' * ' • ? * * * -

^ • .

SUS Na AI2O3 N\a A l t 0 , Na SUS

Fig. B. 1 Cell structure of the FCA V-l assembly.
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CORE SPECTRUM OF FCR V-l *PU REGION*
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~r~r |

Vv-v. z.

v

Fig. B. 2 Neutron spectrum in Pu plate region of the FCA V-l assembly.
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Fig. B. 3 Calculated neutron spectrum in the blanket region of the ZPR. 111-53 assembly.
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TABLE B. 1 Sample output list

JAERI 1245
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Table 1 continued
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Table 1 continued
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Table 1 continued
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Table 1 continued
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. 0
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0.0
0.0
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0.0
0.0
0.0
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MACKCiXOPIC IMJ5S m.1 (ON (Oft
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o.o
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o.a
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0.0
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b.O
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